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Philips CoreLine FastSet is a 1:1 energy-efficient LED replacement for conventional

indoor surface-mounted lights. With identical lumen packages to fluorescent

lighting, there’s no need to make new lighting calculations for retrofit projects –

thanks to the all-in-one design, you can switch between correlated color

temperatures (CCT) and lumen package in the same luminaire to suit your exact

needs. Installation of these surface-mounted LED lights is fast and flexible too with

a choice of simple through-wring, or cable entry from the side or back of the

luminaire. That means CoreLine FastSet indoor surface-mounted lights are easy to

mount as a standalone fixture, directly to the surface-mounted or using brackets. It

is also easy to connect them to other CoreLine Fastset luminaires to create

harmonious lines of light. Should you require it, accessories are also available to

adapt the CoreLine fixtures for suspended mounting. As you’d expect from Philips,

safety is designed into every CoreLine FastSet luminaire. Not only are the IP44 and

1K08 rated to protect against accidental impact, the captive safety pins on the

luminaire cover also prevents it from falling. Interact Ready options are available for

smart lighting applications. So with CoreLine FastSet surface-mounted LED lights,

you have the perfect solution for high circulation areas such as hallways and

staircase lighting.

Product data

General Information

CE mark -

Accessory color Steel

Value ladder Performance

 

Mechanical and Housing

Overall height 1,500 mm
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Overall diameter 12 mm

Material Stainless steel

 

Approval and Application

Ingress protection code -

Mech. impact protection code -

 

Product Data

Full product code 872016951322899

Order product name SM155Z Suspension set CL fastset

Order code 911401856685

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack 1

Numerator - Packs per outer box 20

Material Nr. (12NC) 911401856685

Full product name SM155Z Suspension set CL fastset

EAN/UPC - Case 8720169513235

Dimensional drawing
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